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Introduction

Head and neck cancers (HNC) represent the sixth most common malignancy worldwide and account for approximately 650,000 new cases and 350,000 deaths every year [1]. It was estimated that in the United States alone, approximately 45,860 new cases and 11,210 deaths occurred due to HNC in 2007 [2]. Although the majority of HNC occur between the fifth and sixth decade, almost one-fourth of patients belong in the “elderly” population [3–5]. Especially in developed countries, population is aging and life expectancy is rapidly growing, thus leading to a significant increase in the number of people annually diagnosed with cancer. The vast majority of older head and neck cancer patients present with locally advanced disease and multimodality treatment, including surgery, radiation and/or chemotherapy, is considered the best therapeutic option for these patients. However, several factors, including comorbidities, disabilities, frailty, and impaired functional status are considered to be more relevant criteria than chronological age per se for treatment planning. Therapeutic decisions are often complicated and demand the participation of many specialists. Advances in surgical and radiation techniques, along with the use of conventional chemotherapy and molecularly targeted agents, have improved treatment outcomes. The best-tailored individualized therapeutic option should be selected for these patients in order to avoid high toxicity and major functional deterioration. Still, more older-specific studies are needed in order to produce more definitive and applicable results. The aim of this review article is to investigate the multimodal treatment approaches for elderly patients with head and neck cancer.

HNC is a heterogeneous group of aggressive epithelial malignancies that develop in the paranasal sinuses, nasal cavity, oral cavity, pharynx and larynx. The vast majority of HNC are squamous cell carcinomas (SCCHN), for which several risk factors have been identified. Tobacco and alcohol consumption are considered the most important risk factors, although strong evidence exist to support the significant role of human papillomavirus (HPV) as a causal factor in specific subsets of SCCHN. Other risk factors include age, gender, race, previous radiation to the head and neck region, occupational exposure and poor oral hygiene/dental status [8]. Surgery and radiotherapy have long been the cornerstone treatment modalities. Improved surgical and radiation techniques along with the use of systemic agents have improved clinical outcomes in curative therapy. However, approximately two-thirds of HNC patients present with locoregionally advanced disease, while 10% of patients have already metastatic disease at the time of initial presentation [9]. For these patients, a multimodality therapy is required, including surgery, radiation and/or chemotherapy. Treatment decisions are often complicated, and demand the participation of many specialists, including head and neck surgeons, medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, radiologists, plastic surgeons, and dentists.

In the literature, the definition of “elderly” is variable. A chronological landmark is considered the age of 70. After this age, an
increased incidence of age-related physiological changes is observed, which leads to alterations in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, resulting in potentially increased treatment-related toxicity [10]. The National Institute of Aging and the National Institutes of Health are currently using three categories to define aged patients: 65–74 years as “young old”, 75–84 years as “older old” and 85 and over as “oldest old” [11]. Although aging is associated with a variety of declining physiological functions which might affect patient’s ability to withstand cancer treatment, due to the fact that biological age may differ greatly from chronological age, thorough evaluation and risk assessment are needed for decision making. In addition, it is important to estimate the life expectancy of the patient when treatment strategies are planned. In the western societies, the age adjusted life expectancy is about 13.6 years for a 70 year-old male and 16.4 years for a 70 year-old female [10].

Older patients are generally underrepresented, relative to their incidence rates, in most cancer treatment trials [12], while many studies use as exclusion criteria disorders or characteristics that are more common in the elderly (hematologic, renal, cardiac, etc. disorders, functional status limitations, life expectancy, etc.) [13]. This underrepresentation has also been demonstrated in head and neck cancer trials, specifically [13]. Thus, most studies concerning cancer treatment in the elderly are retrospective and subjected to significant selection bias. There are only few Phase III studies having sufficient data for the elderly and they do not always demonstrate beneficial effects for this subgroup of patients. The result is a lack of evidence-based data with regard to the most appropriate treatment, thus depriving them from potential new therapy that may improve their care. Therefore, there is an imperative need for individualized management of the elderly HNC patients in a multidimensional and multidisciplinary way.

The aim of this review article is to investigate the multimodal treatment strategies for elderly HNC patients with a view to personalized management.

Head and neck cancer in elderly patients: epidemiological data and geriatric evaluation

Elderly patients with HNC have some specific features, regarding the clinical presentation of the disease that might differ from those found in younger patients. Oral cavity is the most commonly affected tumor site (46%) in patients aged more than or equal to 80 years, as it was reported by Italiano et al. in a single institution study of 316 HNC patients, while other less common sites are the larynx and oropharynx (23% and 19%) [14]. Other epidemiological studies also verify the significant prevalence of oral cavity cancer in HNC patients aged more than or equal to 70 years [4], whereas a decreased incidence of hypopharyngeal cancer was reported by Sarini et al. in a study of 273 HNC patients aged more than or equal to 74 years [15]. In contrast, data from a non age-specific meta-analysis of 17,346 patients from 93 randomized trials presented oropharyngeal cancer as the most frequently observed (36%), followed by laryngeal and oral cavity cancer (21% each) [16].

Even though HNC is considered a predominantly male disease, several studies have reported a higher women proportion in the elderly HNC population, with a sex ratio close to 1 [4,14,16,17]. In addition, elderly patients with HNC present a significantly lower degree of alcohol and tobacco exposure, and higher rates of comorbidities compared with a group of younger patients [4,17–19], which strengthens the role of advanced age as a risk factor in the development of this malignancy. Increasing age is related with reduced immune surveillance, increased mutation rate and deficient DNA repair mechanisms that may potentially lead to increased cancer incidence [16]. Moreover, elderly HNC patients are more likely to have a second primary cancer compared with younger counterparts (31% vs. 20%) [18]. In a French study of 270 patients with oral cavity cancer aged more than or equal to 80 years, differences in risk factors were also observed between men and women. Tobacco and alcohol consumption were the major risk factors identified in 50% of the male population, whereas chronic oral trauma, leukoplakia and lichen planus were the predominant risk factors found in half of the female population [17]. In addition, HPV infection which is considered a significant causal factor in younger HNC patients seems to have minor effect in the pathogenesis of HNC in the elderly population [20]. However, since HPV status is a significant prognostic factor in the oropharyngeal cancer and HPV positivity is associated with better response to treatment and modality-independent survival benefit [21–23], it should be investigated in any patient with this cancer type, including elderly patients.

The majority of elderly HNC patients has locally advanced tumors at the time of initial presentation with, however, less nodal involvement compared with younger patients [18,24,25]. Multimodality treatment including surgery, radiation and/or chemotherapy is considered the best therapeutic option for these patients. However, numerous studies have shown that older HNC patients are less likely to receive potentially curative treatment compared with younger counterparts based on age alone [15,26–29], and in only half of the older HNC patients, therapeutic strategy complies with institution’s policies [17,20,24], although retrospective and prospective data suggest that survival outcomes between older and younger HNC patients are similar [24,30,31]. In addition, a Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database analysis of more than 2500 patients with glottic laryngeal, anterior tongue, and tonsillar cancers failed to show any statistically significant difference in overall survival or disease-specific survival between elderly and younger patients after stage stratification [32]. Thus, other factors, including comorbidities, disabilities, frailty, and impaired functional status are considered to be more relevant criteria than chronological age by itself for decision making [33]. Therefore, treatment decisions regarding the elderly HNC population should be rather based on “functional” and not chronological age.

The “functional” age of each patient is the most significant parameter for treatment planning and should be defined based on comorbidities and functional status [34,35]. However, comorbidity and functional status should be assessed independently as it was reported by a study in 203 cancer patients with a median age of 75 years using the Cumulative Illness Rating Scale – Geriatric (CIRS-G) and the Charlson score scale [36]. Comorbidity is defined as the presence of additional concurrent illnesses and disorders that are unrelated to HNC. Pulmonary function is decreasing with age due to significant deterioration of the lung parenchyma resulting in reduced vital capacities and impaired gas exchange. In addition, heart function becomes less efficient with age, leading to decreased cardiac output, reduced renal blood flow and greater water and electrolyte imbalances during surgery and general anesthesia. Also, changed renal function and hepatic metabolism may result in different drug distribution in elderly patients [37,38]. Therefore, among HNC populations, comorbidity incidence has a tendency to increase with age [4,39,40]. Other factors, such as race, gender and socioeconomic issues are also related to increased incidence and severity of comorbidity. All these parameters should be carefully evaluated when therapy strategies are planned.

Several instruments with the ability to estimate and standardize comorbidity assessment measures, along with quality of life (QOL) measures and symptom assessment tools have been created and validated in HNC [39–41]. Numerous studies have investigated the potential effect of age, comorbidity and/or pre-treatment QOL on prognosis and post-treatment QOL. However, existing data are
rather controversial, with some studies showing independent impact of age on disease specific survival [42], others correlate comorbidity with prognosis or QOL [43–47], while other studies highlight the effect of pre-treatment QOL on survival or long-term QOL [43,48]. In addition, studies exist to support no associations between comorbidity and QOL scores [49] or complications [50].

A systematic review of the literature by Paleri et al. concluded that comorbidity increases mortality in HNC patients, and this effect is greater in the early years following treatment. In addition, comorbidity seems to have an impact on disease-specific survival for both older and younger patients, although it is greater in the young-aged group. Higher incidence and increased severity of treatment complications, along with a negative impact on QOL and increased cost of treatment in patients with high comorbidity burden were also reported in the same study [39]. In other studies, increased age and comorbidity incidence negatively influence pre-treatment QOL and functional outcomes [43,45,51,52], whereas pre-treatment QOL and comorbidity are associated with poorer post-treatment QOL and survival [43,44,47,48]. On the contrary, a retrospective analysis by Gourin et al. showed no statistically significant association between comorbidity or age and treatment selection or QOL outcomes [49]. Similarly, other studies reported no negative effect of comorbidity on post-treatment QOL [43,50].

Lastly, several studies presented a significant impact of comorbidity on treatment selection, modification and therapy aggressiveness in elderly HNC patients [42,53].

Functional status is another significant factor that should be evaluated when treatment strategies are planned. In a broad term, functional status is measured in terms of performance status evaluation, biological tests (e.g. renal or liver function, molecular markers), frailty measures and measures of activities of daily living [33]. As aforementioned, elderly HNC patients represent a heterogeneous population that includes healthy, common-aging and unfit individuals, thus decisions for diagnosis and treatment are often complex and have to be evaluated in the frame of a multidisciplinary approach including oncogeriatric assessment. Several geriatric instruments have been developed over the last few decades in an effort to evaluate the degree of frailty of these patients.

The Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment (CGA) is a multidimensional diagnostic instrument able to evaluate several patients’ characteristics including functional status, comorbidity, emotional status, mental status, nutrition, social support, geriatric syndromes and polypharmacy, in an attempt to highlight elderly patients with increased risk of dismal outcome (Fig. 1). In this way, medical, psychological, and functional status of the elderly patients can be estimated and CGA can be used as a tool for decision-making and patients’ follow-up [54]. The use of CGA along with a multidisciplinary approach will allow oncologists to choose the safest and most effective management for their patients, with a view to personalized patients care [3,55,56]. Vulnerable elders survey-13 (VES-13) is a new function-evaluating tool aiming to identify elderly cancer patients that are more prone to health deterioration. Age, physical status, functional status, and self-rated health status are evaluated in VES-13 in an effort to assess patients before undertaking CGA which is more time consuming [57]. The potential application of VES-13 in the management of HNC patients seems as a promising ground for future research. Balducci classification (three groups of patients based on comorbidities and activities of daily living) is widely used in numerous cancer patients, but it cannot be fully applied in HNC patients due to specific features of these patients. Increased prevalence of malnutrition and highly symptomatic tumors accompanied by rapid functional deterioration, potentially reversible after local treatment, are some of the features that limit the use of Balducci classification in elderly HNC population [58,59].

**Treatment modalities in elderly HNC patients**

Treatment decisions in HNC are often complicated and demand the participation of many specialists. Surgery and radiotherapy have long been the major treatment approaches. However, the complex anatomy and vital physiological role of the cancer-involved structures dictate that primary treatment purposes should include an improved survival outcome-locoregional control but also organ-function preservation. Systemic therapy, including conventional chemotherapy and molecularly targeted agents, could play a potentially curative role in locally advanced tumors. In addition, the management of HNC in a geriatric context is far more complex due to the high toxicity of locoregional treatments and the high risk of functional deterioration in elderly HNC patients with high comorbidity burden and impaired functional status. Therefore, a multidisciplinary approach is essential along with treatment adaptations that will minimize therapy-induced toxicity. The primary treatment goal should be firmly determined (cure or relieve) and the best-tailored individualized therapeutic option should be selected in order to avoid high toxicity and post-treatment significant functional decline.

---

**Fig. 1.** Comprehensive geriatric assessment in elderly patients with head and neck cancer.
Surgery

Surgery is a standard treatment for HNC patients especially for early stage resectable malignancies although anatomical extent of the tumor along with the desire to achieve organ preservation could potentially limit its applications. In locally advanced HNC, surgical procedure remains a therapeutic option due to current advances in microsurgical free tissue transfer for reconstruction of surgical defects that allow major reconstructive procedures. When surgical therapy is warranted, there is no evidence to suggest that advanced age alone is a contraindication to ablative and reconstructive surgery, therefore surgery remains an effective treatment modality for both younger and older HNC patients.

In elderly HNC patients, surgical procedures are considered feasible and well tolerated with good functional outcomes [60–63], although studies have shown that elders are less likely to undergo surgery compared with younger counterparts [15]. However, numerous studies have supported the aggressive surgical approach for the elderly HNC population [29,63,64], reporting similar post-operative complications and mortality rates for both elders and younger HNC [29,60]. In patients aged more than or equal to 80 years participating in the French study, the postoperative 30-day mortality rate was as low as 3% [14]. In a retrospective analysis, Clayman et al. compared the outcomes of 43 patients older than 80 years and 79 patients younger than 65 years. In the older group, a higher prevalence of systemic complications was observed, particularly cardiovascular and pulmonary complications, and a higher prevalence of local complications was found in the younger group, even though differences were not statistically significant. Postoperative mortality was 2% in elderly patients and absent in the young-aged group, whereas increased age was found to adversely affect locoregional control (p < 0.001) and disease-specific survival (p = 0.041). Median overall survival was significantly different between the two groups (33% vs. 63%, p < 0.001), but was comparable to an age matched group [29]. Similar data were presented also by Jones et al. in a study in which HNC patients older than 70 years and younger than 66 years participated. No significant differences in perioperative or post-operative complications between the two groups were observed [65].

An aggressive surgical approach to HNC with curative intent could also be considered for elderly patients with locally advanced cancer [64]. In a study of 270 patients with oral cavity cancer aged more than or equal to 80 years, Ortholan et al. compared the efficacy of surgery and radiotherapy in patients with resectable stage III/IV tumors. The disease-free survival and the overall survival were significantly better in the surgical group [17]. However, surgical procedures for locally advanced cancers are more complex, with longer operative time and increased risk of post-operative complications and functional decline. Although age per se is not a prognostic indicator of surgical outcome for major HNC procedures, pre-operative comorbidities evaluated with Charlson score or Adult Comorbidity Evaluation-27 (ACE-27) index and time under general anesthesia, are considered prognostic factors for increased post-surgical complications [62,66,67]. Karnofsky performance status, mental status and QOL have been also assessed as prognostic factors in several studies [53]. In a study by Derks et al. in 121 elderly HNC patients (age ranged from 70 to 94 years old), the American Society of Anaesthesiologists (ASA) classification of physical status and pre-operative performance status (PS) were predictive of the post-operative complications incidence. Median survival was 9.6 months in patients aged between 70–79 years, and 5 months in patients aged more than 80 years. Post-operative QOL was similar in both young and elderly age-groups [68]. The predictive role of comorbidities in post-surgical complications was also reported in another study by Sanabria et al. in 242 patients older than 70 years who underwent HNC surgery [69]. Thus, comorbidities assessment should play a significant role in the surgical management of elderly HNC patients. In a prospective study by Audioso et al., preoperative assessment of cancer in the elderly (PACE) was evaluated in 460 elderly patients with HNC cancer. Instrumental activities of daily living, abnormal performance status and moderate/severe fatigue were independent predictors of post-operative complications [70].

In a retrospective analysis of 100 patients aged 65 years and older, Serletti et al. reported that surgical time longer than 10 h is a predictive factor of postoperative surgical complications, whereas other factors include large fluid shifts and significant blood loss [71]. In addition, increased incidence of surgical and/or medical complications (63% and 54%) was also reported in a retrospective analysis of 24 elderly HNC patients that underwent extensive surgical resection [62]. The use of minimally invasive techniques could be a feasible adaptation for elderly patients as this requires less operative and recovery time [72]. Another adaptation in an attempt to minimize the duration of surgery, could consist of omitting neck dissection in early stage HNC. However, in a French study of 270 patients with oral cavity cancer aged more than or equal to 80 years, neck dissections were omitted in 68% of patients. In these patients, neck node recurrence rate was significantly higher compared with patients who underwent neck dissection (40% vs. 6%) [17], showing clearly that these patients have been under-treated. Less morbid selective neck dissection procedures including selective neck dissection and sentinel lymph node biopsy are reasonable therapeutic adaptations which need to be further investigated. In a recent study in 22 patients with clinically T1/T2 oral squamous cell carcinoma of the tongue, 9.1% nodal recurrence was observed in patients who underwent sentinel node navigation surgery versus 27% recurrence in the control population, benefit proven no statistically significant [73]. For small, transorally accessible cancers of the oral cavity, pharynx, and larynx, surgical excision can be achieved with the use of microsurgical treatment, which incorporates the use of endoscopic laser or robotic techniques and high resolution magnified optics. This method allows functional preservation of much of the involved organ and good oncological results [74,75]. Transoral endoscopic surgery is well suited for elderly patients with cancer of the larynx. There are certain benefits that can be observed including limited hospital stay, less operative time, oncologically safe procedure in selected cases and satisfactory organ-function preservation [76]. More studies are required in order to produce more definite and applicable results.

Controversy still surrounds microvascular free tissue transfer in elderly HNC population. Numerous retrospective studies show that reconstructive surgery with free flaps is feasible and safe option for most elderly HNC patients [68,77–79]. In a current study by Tarsitano et al. in 81 elderly (≥75 years) and younger (<75 years) patients who underwent microsurgical free tissue transfer, the rates of major surgical complications were similar between both groups (11% vs. 9%) and no significant differences were observed concerning the rates of major and minor flap complications, morbidity or long-term functional outcome [79]. In the literature, the flap loss rate in different studies is variable and ranges from 1% out of 92 patients [80] to 16.7% out of 47 patients [65,81]. Blackwell et al. reported that free flap reconstruction in elderly HNC patients is feasible, but the incidence of medical complications and monetary cost have significantly increased [82]. The success rate of microvascular reconstruction is similar between older and younger HNC
patients, but medical and surgical post-operative complications seem to be directly related to the presence of comorbidities, rather than to age [78,83–86].

Conclusively, a careful selection of patients suitable for surgery in a multidimensional and multidisciplinary way is recommended. Several factors including the duration of operative time and the need for reconstruction with free tissue transfer, postoperative functional rehabilitation and postoperative irradiation, along with the patients’ wishes, should be considered before decision-making. A reduction in surgical stress, along with careful pre-operative staging, thorough assessment of associated comorbidities and skillful perioperative–postoperative management are essential for patients undergoing surgical resection in order to reduce post-operative morbidity and mortality.

Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy (RT) is an integral part of HNC therapy and can be delivered as definitive (radical RT), post-operative (adjuvant RT), or as palliative treatment. In HNC patients, RT allows a high rate of locoregional control with satisfactory organ–function preservation, and increased cure rates when delivered as single therapy for early stage glottic, base of tongue, and tonsillar cancer. The most widely used fractionation in patients with HNC is conventional fractionation of 1.8–2.0 Gy per fraction, delivered 5 days a week for more than 7 weeks for a total dose of 66–70 Gy for macroscopic disease and a total of 50–60 Gy for prophylactic treatment.

In the literature, several studies exist to support that RT is generally effective and well tolerated in elderly HNC population, with similar outcomes compared with younger patients [21,30,87,88]. In a large retrospective study, 249 elders received radical RT and 59 elders received palliative RT for head and neck carcinomas. Treatment was well tolerated in both groups and no correlation between age and cancer-specific outcome was observed [21]. Similar results were reported in another retrospective study in 75 patients aged more than or equal to 75 years who were treated with curative intent for HNC. Survival rates were rapidly decreased within the first 2 years, but followed afterwards the survival rates of the general population [89]. Disease site and tumor stage were predictive factors of cancer-specific survival (59% at 5 years) and locoregional control (70% at 5 years) in a study of 98 patients aged between 80 and 92 years who received radical RT for HNC. In these patients, cancer-specific survival was similar to that of patients aged less than 80 years [87]. Increased age was not associated with increased risk of locoregional recurrence or reduced survival in another study in which 88 elderly patients received definitive RT and 16 patients palliative RT for oropharyngeal cancers, although older patients were treated with lower doses of radiation. No interaction between age and duration of therapy interruptions or severity of toxicity was observed [90]. In a retrospective review in 2312 patients, including 452 elderly (aged ≥75 years) and 1860 younger patients (aged <75 years) from a single institution, the 2-year cause-specific survival rate after definitive RT was significantly different between elderly and younger patients (72% vs. 86% p < 0.01), although no differences were found concerning treatment interruption, completion, or treatment-related death [5]. Even in HNC patients aged more than 90 years, radiotherapy seems effective and well tolerated if it is individually planned as it was observed in a study by Oguchi et al. in 23 patients aged from 90 to 96 years. In this study, radiotherapy planning was based on disease stage and PS of the patients [91]. However, in a French study of 270 patients with oral cavity cancer aged more than or equal to 80 years, only 50% of the eligible, according to guidelines, patients underwent adjuvant radiotherapy after primary resection of the tumor and only 75% of patients were able to complete the treatment [17]. Conclusively, current data suggest that age does not represent a limiting factor for radiotherapy, even in the “oldest old” subpopulation with good functional status, although a more personalized treatment planning and management are required.

Advances in imaging and radiation techniques have improved treatment outcomes of radiotherapy while reducing functional deterioration and therapy-related morbidity. Improvements in radiation delivery offer the possibility of irradiating a limited target with increased doses while minimizing the unavoidable irradiated surrounding normal tissue. In addition, the frequent use of positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) scan and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in treatment planning has allowed tumor delineation in three dimensions.

Hyperfractionated external beam radiation therapy (HFRT) enables to deliver two to three fractions every day with a reduced dose per fraction, while maintaining or improving the toxicity profile of standard fractionation, despite an increased total dose. Accelerated fractionated radiotherapy aims at a reduction of overall treatment time by delivering more fractions during a short time and keeping the same total dose of irradiation as conventional RT. Both methods, commonly combined, represent an attractive method for elderly HNC patients. Several cooperative group (RT0G and EORTC) randomized trials have reported improved locoregional control and statistically nonsignificant survival benefit with hyperfractionated radiation therapy, while presenting slightly increased toxicity [92,93]. Between 1991 and 1997, 39 patients aged more than or equal to 70 years (mean age, 75 ± 6 years) presenting with carcinomas of the oral cavity, pharynx, or larynx were treated radically with accelerated RT. In all cases, the planned RT schedule was completed. Similar results with regard to 3-year actuarial overall survival and locoregional control were observed in both elderly and younger patients [88]. In a meta-analysis of 15 randomized trials, Bourhis et al. reported an advantage in overall survival and tumor control in patients receiving HFRT compared with conventional RT. However, lower compliance and decreased tolerance were observed in elderly patients with poor PS treated with HFRT [94]. In a more recent metaanalysis, a significant survival benefit with altered fractionation radiotherapy was observed, along with a benefit in locoregional control. The benefit in overall survival was significantly higher with hyperfractionated radiotherapy (8% at 5 years) than with accelerated radiotherapy. However, stratification by age showed that the benefit was significantly higher in the youngest patients, while no benefit was observed in patients older than 70 years [95].

Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) represents an advanced form of radiation delivery, in which the intensity is optimized to deliver a high dose of radiation to specified volumes, while reducing the dose and toxicity on adjacent non-target tissues. Thus, IMRT was developed to decrease the severity and likelihood of treatment-related morbidity, as critical organs and structures, including spinal cord, brain stem, brachial plexus, salivary glands, pharyngeal constrictors, and oral cavity, can be spared from high doses of radiation. In a phase III randomized trial (PASSPORT), parotid-sparing IMRT was compared to conventional RT in 90 patients with HNC. The incidence of xerostomia was significantly lower in the IMRT group at 12 and 24 months, while recovery of saliva secretion and improvements in associated QOL were observed with the use of IMRT [96]. However, in an analysis by Yu et al. in 1613 older patients (most aged ≥67 years) with HNC, the differences in 3-year overall survival (50.5% vs. 49.6% p = 0.47) and 3-year cancer-specific survival (60.0% vs. 58.8% p = 0.45) between IMRT and conventional RT, were not statistically significant [97].

Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) allows irradiating limited targets with high doses while protecting the surrounding normal tissue. There are studies reporting efficacy with limited
toxicity in HNC patients [98]. It has been used for primary, recurrent and metastatic tumors in the head and neck region with excellent tolerance and is considered a promising ground for future research in elderly HNC patients [99]. Proton therapy (PT) was reported to improve radiation dose distributions compared with X-ray-based radiation therapy (RT) for selected cancers of the head and neck resulting in improved therapeutic ratio. Preliminary data in sinonasal tumors suggest significant improvements in disease control and radiation-related toxicity [100]. More studies in this field are needed in order to produce more definitive results for elderly HNC patients.

Radiation-related toxicity is mainly caused by irradiation of the tumor-surrounding normal tissue. The most frequently observed acute side effects include mucositis, xerostomia (due to the irradiation of salivary glands), dysphagia, weight loss, pain, malnutrition, loss of taste, hoarseness and skin reactions, while other possible late complications include osteoradionecrosis, dental caries, subcutaneous fibrosis, trismus, thyroid dysfunction, sensorineural hearing loss, pharyngeal or oesophageal stenosis, and myelitis [8,59]. Data concerning radiation-related complications was reported by Pignon et al. regarding 1589 HNC patients who enrolled in EORTC trials. More than 20% of patients were aged more than or equal to 65 years and 2% aged more than or equal to 75 years. No significant difference in survival, acute mucosal reactions and weight loss more than 10% was observed between different age groups, although older patients had significantly more severe functional acute toxicity than younger patients. Regarding the late toxicity occurrence, no significant differences between ages were reported [101]. Thus, chronological age does not represent a key indicator for decision-making. In an attempt to minimize radiation-related toxicity, hypofractionated treatments were used for HNC patients. With the use of hypofractionation, increased doses of irradiation are delivered per fraction, while lowering the total number of fractions. In addition, these protocols can be delivered in a split-course manner with a 2- or 3-weeks interruption period during radiotherapy, thus limiting acute adverse events, such as malnutrition and functional decline [14,17,21]. In a French study of 270 patients aged more than or equal to 80 years, split-course hypofractionated radiotherapy was delivered in 56% of patients leading to good compliance and 81% rate of treatment completion [14]. However, further research is needed in order to examine the effectiveness and safety (given that increased doses per fraction may increase late toxicity) of this method in elderly HNC patients and produce more conclusive results.

The prevalence of malnutrition in elderly HNC patients is high due to multiple causes including decreased taste and gastric secretion, dementia, depression, poor dentition, limited mobility, poverty and lack of caregiver. In addition, malnutrition is associated with a number of complications, including increased toxicity of surgery and radiotherapy [102–104], thus effective interventions in order to prevent or reverse malnutrition in older HNC patients are of great importance. The benefit of early nutritional intervention on QOL, treatment interruptions and risk of unplanned hospitalization has been assessed in several studies regarding HNC patients treated with radiotherapy [103,104]. Oral nutritional supplementation and feeding-tube placement could play a significant role in the management of these patients [105,106].

Summarizing, radiation therapy can be safely administered to elderly HNC population with both curative and palliative intent with high expectation of completion, although careful patient selection and attention to multiple parameters, including comorbidities, nutritional and functional status, are required in order to optimize outcome. Although older patients should be more closely monitored during radiotherapy, patients in good general condition should not be denied curative radiotherapy treatment, after being subjected to a thorough geriatric assessment; relevant treatment adaptations and individualized planning are recommended in order to minimize radiation-related toxicity, ensure good compliance, and limit the risk of post-radiation functional deterioration. Careful monitoring and patients’ management are always essential.

Chemotherapy and chemoradiotherapy

Chemotherapy has a multidimensional role in the management of HNC patients, either with palliative intent in metastatic and locally advanced incurable disease, or as a central component of curative programmes for locoregional HNC. Numerous agents such as platinum compounds, antimetabolites, and taxanes have shown activity against HNC as single agents, or in combination with radiotherapy or other agents. Chemotherapy in HNC can be delivered as induction (neoadjuvant), adjuvant or concomitant during a course of radiotherapy [8]. However, the role of chemotherapy in elderly HNC patients has not been well studied, due to the fact that older patients have generally been excluded from large randomized trials. In addition, a selection bias towards including healthier older patients in studies is also frequently observed. Moreover, due to changed renal function (reduced glomerular filtration rate) and changed hepatic metabolism (reduced activity of the microsomal oxidizing system), chemotherapy distribution is also changed in elderly patients resulting in pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic differences compared with younger patients [32,33]. Lastly, polypharmacy, which may lead to interactions with chemotherapeutic agents, should also be added in the aforementioned factors that could increase the risk of chemotherapy-related toxicity in the elderly population.

In the induction setting, chemotherapy has the potential to reduce the risk of distant metastases, although the effect on locoregional control is inconclusive [8]. Cisplatin-based induction chemotherapy has produced response rates of 80–90%, with complete response rates of 20–40% in locally advanced HNC [107]. In a retrospective study in which patients up to 78 years of age were included, the combination of cisplatin/fluorouracil, as induction therapy, presented efficacy with response rates of 70–88% [108]. The randomized controlled trial RTOG 9-11, involving 547 Stage III or IV glottic or supraglottic squamous cell cancer patients and comparing induction chemotherapy (cisplatin/fluorouracil) followed by radiotherapy versus concomitant chemoradiotherapy (cisplatin) and radiotherapy alone, concluded that induction chemotherapy improved laryngectomy-free survival versus radiotherapy alone (p = 0.02) and so did concomitant chemoradiotherapy (p = 0.03) [109]. However, it did not improve overall survival or larynx preservation rate over radiotherapy alone. The introduction of taxane-containing chemotherapy combinations has increased the efficacy and strengthened the role of neoadjuvant chemotherapy in the management of HNC patients [8]. The combination of a taxane (docetaxel or paclitaxel) plus cisplatin and fluorouracil in phase III clinical trials, has resulted in improved survival and organ preservation compared with cisplatin and fluorouracil alone [110–113]. In one study, in which the addition of docetaxel in the cisplatin/fluorouracil combination, as neoadjuvant treatment, resulted in a 12% survival benefit, HNC patients up to 82 years old were enrolled [112]. In another study, in which the combination of docetaxel/cisplatin/fluorouracil resulted in a significant improve in progression free and overall survival compared with the standard cisplatin/fluorouracil regimen, 10% of the patients participating in the study were between 65 and 71 years old [113]. However, induction chemotherapy followed by chemoradiotherapy has been found to be associated with a high rate of rate of severe acute and late RT-related toxicities, which must be taken in special
consideration in the elderly patients, with their comorbidities and worse functional status [114].

A major advancement in the treatment of HNC patients with locally advanced disease has been the concurrent administration of chemotherapy and radiotherapy, known as chemoradiotherapy. Numerous phase III studies have reported better results with the use of chemoradiotherapy than radiotherapy alone or sequential administration of chemotherapy and radiotherapy [8], although chemoradiation has been associated with significant acute complications, including mucositis, dysphagia, and skin reactions; toxicities that affect patients’ compliance and often interfere with treatment delivery [115,116]. Late toxicities such as pharyngoesophageal stenosis and dysfunction resulting in feeding tube dependence, cervical fibrosis, tracheal stenosis and osteoradionecrosis are also observed [117–119], and have been found to be more frequently reported in older patients [120,121]. In a phase I study of 15 head and neck cancer patients aged more than or equal to 70 years, the addition of docetaxel to irradiation was well tolerated even though grade 3–4 mucositis was still significant [122]. Benefit from chemoradiotherapy has also been documented in the postoperative setting. Non age-specific phase III studies reported that the addition of cisplatin-based chemotherapy to post-surgical radiotherapy improved locoregional control, disease-free survival, or overall survival [8], although the benefit was greater when extracapsular spread or positive margins were present [123]. The Meta-Analysis of Chemotherapy in Head and Neck Cancer (MACH-NC), the largest head and neck cancer meta-analysis reported, concluded that the survival benefit from adding chemotherapy to locoregional treatment actually decreased with increasing age and that there was no benefit at all in patients older than 70 years [16]. In contrast, in a single institution retrospective study in which 44 HNC patients aged more than or equal to 70 years (range, 70–77; median, 72) and 137 patients aged less than 70 years (range, 24–69; median, 56) were enrolled and received cisplatin-based concurrent chemoradiotherapy, projected 5-year disease-specific survival (71% vs. 74%) and freedom from recurrence (69% vs. 71%) were nearly identical between older and younger patients. Clinical characteristics, treatment and toxicities were similar except that the elderly were less likely to complete chemotherapy courses, experienced more myelosuppression, required more frequent unplanned hospitalization, and were longer feeding-tube dependent [124]. However, a selection bias towards including healthier older patients to receive chemoradiotherapy, along with an increased heterogeneity of patients’ population were once again present in this study.

A single center retrospective study comparing the tolerance of elderly and younger patients to concurrent chemotherapy and radiotherapy using modern radiotherapy techniques was conducted by Nguyen et al. enrolling 112 patients with locally advanced HNC. Eighty-five patients were less than 70 years old (median age 60 years) and 27 patients were more or equal to 70 years old (median age 74 years), while all patients were treated with intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) or image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) technique and concurrent chemotherapy. The 2-year survival was estimated to be 67.5% for the elderly patients and 74% for younger patients, respectively, and there was no difference in grade 3–4 toxicity or treatment interruptions between the two age groups. Authors reported that, even though the patients’ number was small with a short follow-up, elderly patients seemed to tolerate the combined modality as well as younger patients. However, acute toxicity was still significant in both groups of patients and that all patients required meticulous attention to radiotherapy techniques and strong nutritional support during treatment [125].

In patients with recurrent or metastatic HNC several agents including methotrexate, bleomycin, carboplatin, and fluorouracil have shown activity as single agents [126]. In randomized trials, two-drug combinations improved response rates but not overall survival [126]. Cisplatin plus fluorouracil has been widely accepted as a reference regimen in patients with recurrent or metastatic HNC achieving a response rate of 40–50%, although a platinum/taxane combination is also an acceptable alternative [127]. Data from two randomized phase III trials conducted by the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG protocol E1393 and E1395) comparing the toxicity, response rates, and survival of HNC patients aged more than or equal to 70 years versus their younger counterparts, were reported by Argiris et al. Elderly patients were under-represented in these studies, thus only 53 older patients were eventually enrolled. Similar objective response rates (28% vs. 33%) and median time to progression (5.25 vs. 4.8 months) along with no statistically significant differences in median survival (5.3 vs. 8 months) and 1-year survival (26% vs. 33%) betweenelderly and younger patients were reported. A significantly higher incidence of toxicity, including severe nephrotoxicity, diarrhea, and thrombocytopenia and a higher statistically nonsignificant rate of toxic deaths were reported in elderly patients. Authors concluded that although survival outcomes between older and younger patients were comparable, elderly patients sustained increased toxicities compared with younger counterparts [31]. Despite the increase in toxicity, it is generally recommended that older patients with a good PS should receive the same standard of care treatment as younger patients [128], because reduction in chemotherapy dose was found to seriously mitigate the efficacy of treatment [129]. Thus, effective management of the chemotherapy-associated toxicity with appropriate supportive care is crucial in order to provide elderly HNC population a chance for safe and effective treatment [130].

In conclusion, age per se should not be considered a contraindication to aggressive multiagent chemotherapy and concurrent chemoradiotherapy treatment, although the efficacy of the later in elderly HNC patients is still under investigation. However, given that elders are more prone to develop chemotherapy-induced toxicity, there is a critical need to define the criteria that will predict patient’s ability to tolerate aggressive chemotherapy and, more importantly, to identify less toxic but equally effective treatment regimens. Lastly, there is an imperative need for prospective older-specific trials that will produce results more focused on older population, improve accrual and withdraw reluctance on the part of treating oncologists to enroll older patients in clinical trials (Fig. 2).

**Novel agents**

In an attempt to identify less toxic but equally effective treatment regimens, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibition has emerged as a novel treatment strategy for HNC [131]. Monoclonal antibodies, small-molecule tyrosine-kinase inhibitors targeting EGFR and other dysregulated molecular pathways, along with vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR) inhibitors and proteasome inhibitors are still under investigation in HNC, whereas the combination of these novel agents with chemotherapy and radiotherapy is currently being explored.

Cetuximab, an IgG1 chimeric monoclonal antibody highly selective for the EGFR, is the first molecularly targeted agent that has been introduced into clinical practice for HNC [131]. In patients with locally advanced HNC, the combination of radiation and cetuximab (concomitant weekly cetuximab 250 mg/m² after an initial 400 mg/m² loading dose) presented a significant benefit in locoregional control (47% vs. 34% at 3 years p = 0.005), progression-free survival (42% vs. 31% at 3 years p = 0.006), and overall survival (55% vs. 45% at 3 years p = 0.03) compared with radiation...
alone. No differences concerning distant control, radiation-related toxicity or QOL were reported [132]. The combination of radiation with cetuximab is an alternative to chemoradiotherapy that should be strongly considered in patients who cannot tolerate chemotherapy, since this regimen is not associated with increased myelosuppression or mucositis, although complications due to inhibition of the EGFR pathway are reported, including rash and hypomagnesemia. However, in a recent update of this trial analyzing the impact of age, authors reported no benefit for concurrent cetuximab in patients aged more than 65 years [133], although the lack of statistical power in this study due to the low number of patients aged more than 65 years should be highlighted. In contrast, a retrospective single-center study of concurrent cetuximab plus radiation was conducted by Jensen et al. in elderly and multi-morbid patients with primary or recurrent HNC. Seventy-three patients with a median age of 69 years (range from 42 to 86 years) were enrolled in this study and received radioimmunotherapy (RIT) with cetuximab instead of chemoradiation due to poor overall PS and multiple co-morbidities. Twenty-two of the patients participating in the study received RIT for re-irradiation. Overall response rate was 59.4%, median locoregional and overall progression-free survival was 18 and 15 months respectively, and an overall survival of 18 months was also reported. In 4 patients grade 3 allergic reactions at first exposure occurred, whereas grade 3 skin reactions leading to discontinuation of cetuximab were reported in 3 patients. Authors concluded that concurrent cetuximab plus radiation is feasible in elderly and multi-morbid patients with promising therapeutic activity, while local control can still be achieved in patients treated for local relapse of their disease or undergoing re-irradiation for recurrent HNC [134]. The feasibility and acute toxicity of cetuximab plus volumetric modulation arc therapy (VMAT) in elderly and chemotherapy-ineligible patients was investigated by Alongi et al. in 22 patients with locally advanced HNC. None of the patients enrolled in the study was suitable for chemotherapy because of important comorbidities. The most frequently observed side effects were dermatitis and mucositis/stomatitis, while no grade 4 toxicities were recorded. Authors concluded that the combination of cetuximab plus VMAT seems feasible in elderly and multi-morbid HNC patients [135]. However, a direct comparison of radiation and conventional chemotherapy with radiation and cetuximab has not yet been performed in elderly HNC patients in order to have more definitive results. For those patients who cannot tolerate high-dose cisplatin therapy concurrently with radiation therapy, cetuximab presents as a potential option which, however, should be further investigated (Table 1).

The role of cetuximab in patients with recurrent or metastatic HNC was investigated in a randomized trial, in which 123 patients received cisplatin with or without cetuximab as first-line treatment. Researchers reported that the addition of cetuximab to cisplatin significantly improves response rate [136]. In a phase III study in 420 HNC patients, the combination of a platinum agent and fluorouracil with or without cetuximab was investigated. The addition of cetuximab resulted in an overall survival benefit (10.1 vs. 7.4 months p = 0.036), but the beneficial effects of adding cetuximab disappeared in the subgroup of elderly (> 65 years) patients (hazard ratio, 1.07; 95% CI, 0.65–1.77) [137]. Taking into consideration that elderly patients have been generally underrepresented in these studies and that no older-specific trials exist to support the efficacy and safety of cetuximab in elderly HNC patients with recurrent or metastatic disease, further research is required before this agent is introduced in every-day clinical practice for this specific subpopulation.

EGFR-tyrosine kinase inhibitors, gefitinib or erlotinib, have also been explored in patients with recurrent or metastatic HNC [131]. In a phase III study enrolling 486 patients with recurrent HNC, gefitinib 250 or 500 mg/day failed to present benefit against intravenous methotrexate in terms of overall survival or overall response rates [138]. A recently published randomized, placebo-controlled phase III trial investigated the therapeutic efficacy of adding gefitinib to docetaxel in patients with recurrent or metastatic HNC. Two hundred seventy patients were enrolled and although the addition of gefitinib to docetaxel was well tolerated, no statistically significant difference in overall survival was reported (6.0 vs. 7.3 months

---

**Table 1**

Ongoing trials with cetuximab in elderly HNC patients (source: www.clinicaltrials.gov).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Protocol ID</th>
<th>Eligible patients</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study of radiation (RT) concurrent with cetuximab in patients with advanced head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (SCC)</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>NCT00904345</td>
<td>Patients with locally advanced head and neck SCC who do not qualify for standard chemotherapy due to age &gt; 70 or co-morbidities</td>
<td>Radiation concurrent with cetuximab</td>
<td>Anti-EGFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation with cetuximab in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) who do not qualify for chemotherapy</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>NCT01250522</td>
<td>Patients with locally advanced head and neck SCC who do not qualify for standard chemotherapy due to age &gt; 70 or co-morbidities</td>
<td>Radiation concurrent with cetuximab</td>
<td>Anti-EGFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and efficacy of radiation/cetuximab plus EGFR antisense DNA for head and neck squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>Phase 1+ phase 2</td>
<td>NCT00903461</td>
<td>Elderly or cisplatin-ineligible patients with locally advanced head and neck SCC</td>
<td>Radiation/ cetuximab plus EGFR antisense DNA</td>
<td>Anti-EGFR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
p = 0.60). A subset analysis, however, showed that gefitinib managed to improve survival only in patients younger than 65 years, while patients older than 65 years failed to present any benefit [139]. Panitumumab is a fully human monoclonal antibody directed against EGFR that is currently being investigated in HNC. In a phase III study in 657 patients with recurrent or metastatic HNC aged up to 84 years, the use of panitumumab in combination with conventional chemotherapy did not present any benefit in terms of overall survival compared with chemotherapy alone [140]. However, a later subgroup analysis showed that HPV-negative patients had improved overall survival and progression free survival when panitumumab was added to conventional chemotherapy, whereas no improvements were observed in patients with HPV-positive tumors [141]. Taking into consideration that HPV infection seems to have minor effect in the pathogenesis of HNC in the elderly population and that the majority of older HNC patients have HPV-negative tumors [20], panitumumab seems as a promising agent for further research in the geriatric HNC population.

Several more targeted agents, including monoclonal antibodies, single-selective or multi-selective tyrosine kinase inhibitors, and nucleic acid-directed approaches are currently under research in HNC patients. The potential efficacy of these novel agents is of great importance for the elderly HNC patients in an attempt to reduce and minimize the severe chemotherapy-induced toxicity which is very commonly observed in this specific subpopulation.

Conclusion

Treatment selection for elderly HNC patients is surrounded by a high rate of controversy and remains a challenging issue for oncologists. Practice-changing large randomized trials have generally excluded older patients, resulting in a lack of evidence-based data with regard to the most appropriate treatment for this specific subgroup. Decisions for diagnosis and treatment are often complex and have to be evaluated in the frame of a multidisciplinary approach including the participation of many specialists and a thorough oncogeriatric assessment. Advanced age per se should not be considered a contraindication to curative treatment including surgery, radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy. Other factors, including comorbidities, disabilities, frailty, and impaired functional status are considered to be more relevant criteria than chronological age by itself for decision making. Thus, a comprehensive geriatric assessment, along with a multidisciplinary approach and treatment adaptations that will minimize therapy-related toxicity, are considered essential. The primary treatment goal should be firmly determined (cure or relieve) and the best-tailored individualized therapeutic option should be selected in order to avoid high toxicity and post-treatment significant functional decline.

Advances in surgical and radiation techniques, have improved treatment outcomes for elderly HNC patients while reducing functional deterioration and therapy-related morbidity. In addition, improvements in chemotherapy delivery, along with the induction of new molecularly targeted agents in clinical practice, have managed to reduce the severe chemotherapy-related complications. However, the necessity for prospective older-specific trials that will produce results more focused on older population and withdraw reluctance on the part of treating oncologists to enroll older patients in clinical trials, should be highlighted. New treatment approaches for the elderly HNC population are currently being investigated.
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